
The purest blonde perfection



PRODUCT RANGE

No Yellow Color is the new professional line of exclusive technical 
products dedicated to blonde, bleached and lightened hair to 
make pure, absolute and impeccable blondes. The range o!ers 
a colouring and bleaching system that neutralises undesired 
yellow tones during technical services in the salon.

1. No Yellow Shampoo - Available in 350ml and 1L

2. No Yellow Mask - Available in 350ml and 1L

3. No Yellow Vegan Shampoo - Available in 350ml and 1L

4. No Yellow Vegan Mask - Available in 350ml and 1L 

5. No Yellow Lightening Cream

6. No Yellow Color

7. No Yellow Clay Lightener

8. No Yellow 9 Tone Ultra Lightening Powder

9. No Yellow Incredible Foam 250ml 

10. No Yellow Thermo Protective Cream 150ml

11. No Yellow Bi-Phase Leave In Conditioner 150ml

12. No Yellow Shield Protective Mist 100ml
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The New Professional Colour System for hair colouring, toning, lightening and 
bleaching to get perfect blonde results.

The innovative No Yellow Color colour formula is enriched with special extra  
high-performance, three-dimensional, anti-reflection pigments.

Size: 100 ml
Range: 9 special colours
Fragrance: Berries
Active Ingredients: Blackberry Extract, Grapes, Blueberry with conditioning, 
antioxidant and emollient properties to create healthy, vital and soft hair.
Mix: With Fanola Activators 3,5-10-20-30-40 Vol

ICE BLONDE SERIES
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SERIES
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Series of blonde shades with 
an ice-white colour, able to 
lighten and to deposit an  
anti-yellow pigment, 
neutralising the warm  
reflections on natural hair.
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The latest generation of 
superlighteners with an 
impressive power for a 
balanced lightening e!ect. It’s 
formulated with characteristics 
to neutralise yellow pigments. 
It’s extraordinarily e!ective for a 
pure, absolute blonde.  
Desired for level 6’s and above.
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Toners with cool reflections, 
suitable for neutralising 
the undesired yellow tones 
obtained after classic bleaching 
or lightening.
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A series of products that 
o!er excellent lightening 
performance, thanks to 
balanced technologically and 
advanced formulas.



No Yellow Violet Lightening Cream is boosted with violet micro-pigments with an 
anti-yellowing action that lightens up with a balanced, gradual action, leaving the hair 
soft, shiny and protected.

Size: 500g
Formula Delicate Silica and Titanium Dioxide Free
Lightening Power: Up to 7/8 tones
Active Ingredients: Cranberry extract
Action: Lighten up hair, minimising the yellow e!ect
Application: Easily and safely. Adheres e!ectively to the hair
Suitable for: All lightening techniques
Mix: 1:2 with Fanola Developer 10-20-30-40 Vol
Timing: 5-60 minutes.
NON FLAMMABLE

LIGHTENING CREAM



No Yellow Clay Lightener for balayage and freehand techniques. The Clay-enriched 
formula optimises and neutralises undesired yellow reflections, maintaining a 
perfect balance of humidity and an excellent consistency.

Size: 2 x 450g
Formula: Silica and Titanium Dioxide Free
Lightening Power: Up to 6/7 tones
Active Ingredients: Kaolin clay, blueberry, grape, mango seed oil, shea butter
Action: Lighten up hair, minimising the yellow e!ect
Application: Pour the necessary amount, adding the Fanola Developer in a non-
metallic bowl, leave on the hair until the desired lightening result is obtained.
Suitable for: Balayage and freehand techniques
Mix: 1:2 with Fanola Developer 10-20-30-40 Vol
Timing: Maximum recommended leave-on time 45 minutes.

CLAY LIGHTENER



The No Yellow Ultra Lightener is able to minimise the undesired yellow e!ect during 
the technical service, while lifting to the desired level. Thanks to these pigments, we 
have developed an anti-yellow purple bleaching powder with ultra lightening 
action (up to 9 tones).

Size: 500g
Formula: Silica and Titanium Dioxide Free
Lightening Power: Up to 9 tones
Active Ingredients: Blueberry Extract with antioxidant properties
Action: High-performance lightening, minimising undesired yellow e!ects. Leaves the 
hair shiny and protected.
Application: Mix with Fanola Developer 10-20-30-40 Vol depending on the result to 
be achieved.
Suitable for: All lightening techniques
Mix: 1:2 with Fanola Developer 10-20-30-40 Vol
Timing: 30-45 minutes (do not exceed 45 minutes).

9 TONE ULTRA  
LIGHTENING POWDER



LIGHTENING PROCESS

7. Keep the lifting process 
under control until the 
desired level of lightening 
has been reached (no longer 
than the maximum times 
indicated).

5’- 60’

2. A barrier cream  
is recommended.

6. Apply the product with a 
brush on dry, unwashed hair.

1. Wear protective plastic gloves. 3. Choose your 
lightening product 
depending on your 
colouring techniques.

8. After the required leave-in 
time, rinse the hair with plenty 
of water. 

9. Wash the hair 
with your selected 
shampoo and prepare 
for toning.

5. Use a spatula or brush 
to mix to a smooth, creamy 
consistency.

4. Pour the required amount 
into a non-metallic bowl, 
adding the Fanola Developer 
(check mixing ratio).



TO FINALISE & MAINTAIN

The No Yellow line is specifically formulated with a special violet pigment that tones down undesired yellow reflections 
giving the hair a cool, bright, even tone. Ideal for bleached, blonde, streaked and grey hair. 100% Vegan.

No Yellow  
Vegan Shampoo
• Gently cleanses, suplhate formula. 

Use: Wearing disposable gloves, apply to wet hair. 
Massage gently and rinse. Recommended time is 
3-5 mins, but can be left on longer if you desire a 
more intense tone. Repeat the application.

Size: 350ml, 1L

No Yellow Vegan Mask
• Perfect conditioning action.

Use: After shampooing, keep on your 
disposable gloves and apply No Yellow Mask  
to the lengths and ends of towel-dried hair. 
Leave on for 3-5 minutes - the longer you  
leave it on, the stronger the toning value  
will be. Then, rinse carefully.

Size: 350ml, 1L



No Yellow  
Incredible Foam
Use: After shampooing, apply evenly to  
damp hair on lengths and ends, leave on for 
3-5 minutes and rinse thoroughly. Shake 
before using.

Size: 250ml

No Yellow Shield 
Protective Mist    
• Protects hair from smog, pollution and other 
external aggressive and oxidant agents.

Use: Spray on dry hair after styling or  
whenever you wish during the day.

Size: 100ml



No Yellow Thermo-
Protective Cream 150ml
• Protects hair from the heat of hair dryers, 
straighteners and other heating tools.

• Anti-oxidizing action  while it seals the hair 
fibres and prevents split-ends.

Use: Apply a few drops to dry or damp hair 
before the use of heating tools. Do not rinse o!.

Size: 150ml

No Yellow Bi-Phase  
Leave In Conditioner
• Anti-frizz and anti-humidity protective film

Use: After shampooing, spray onto damp hair from 
mid-lengths and ends. Massage and comb.  
Do not rinse. 

Size: 150ml



No Yellow  
Vegan Shampoo
• Gently cleanses, sulphate-free formula. 

• Leaves hair shiny and hydrated.

Use: Apply to wet hair and massage. Leave on for 
1-5 minutes, lather and rinse thoroughly. Gloves 
are recommended to use to prevent any staining.

Size: 350ml, 1L

No Yellow  
Vegan Mask
• Disentangles, nourishes and hydrates.

Use: After shampooing with Fanola No Yellow 
Vegan Shampoo, squeeze out excess water and 
apply the Fanola No Yellow Mask from  
mid-lengths to ends, for optimum toning results  
this can be left on for between 1-5 minutes.

Size: 350ml, 1L

The No Yellow Vegan line is specifically formulated with a unique violent pigment formula (100% free of Sulfates, 
Parabens and Silicons) that neutralises yellow reflections  from blonde, bleached and lightened hair,  
giving hair a bright and even shine. 

The shampoo is enriched with Baobab Seed Oil and the mask is enriched with Shea Butter, nourishing the scalp 
and making hair soft and silky. Can be used in salon and at home. 100% Vegan.



No Orange Shampoo
• Gently cleanses.

• Leaves hair shiny and hydrated.

Use: Wearing disposable gloves, apply to wet 
hair and massage. Leave on for 1-5 minutes - the 
longer you leave it on, the stronger the toning 
value will be. Lather and rinse. Repeat the 
application. 

Size: 350ml, 1L

No Orange Mask
• Disentangles, nourishes and hydrates.

Use: After washing the hair with No Orange 
Shampoo, keep on your disposable gloves and 
apply No Orange Mask to the lengths and ends 
of towel-dried hair. Leave on for 1-5 minutes - the 
longer you leave it on, the stronger the toning value 
will be. Then, rinse carefully.

Size: 350ml, 1L

The No Orange line is specifically formulated with a special blue pigment for the neutralisation of unwanted 
copper-red/orange reflections.

On coloured hair with dark tones, a cooling reflect is achieved eliminating brassiness.

A pure added shine is achieved on naturally dark hair. 



No Orange  
Vegan Shampoo
• Gently cleanses, sulphate-free formula. 

• Leaves hair shiny and hydrated.

Use: Apply to wet hair and massage. Leave on for 
1-5 minutes, lather and rinse thoroughly. Gloves 
are recommended to use to prevent any staining.

Size: 350ml, 1L

No Orange  
Vegan Mask
• Disentangles, nourishes and hydrates.

Use: After shampooing with Fanola No Orange 
Vegan Shampoo, squeeze out excess water and 
apply the Fanola No Orange Mask from  
mid-lengths to ends, for optimum toning results  
this can be left on for between 1-5 minutes.

Size: 350ml, 1L

The No Orange Vegan line is specifically formulated with a special blue pigment helps tone your hair and 
neutralise unwanted brassy tones and orange hues. It is completely free of sulphates, silicones and parabens. 

The shampoo and mask are ideal for Brunettes, Dark Blondes, Grey and Platinum Hair types. 

Can be used in salon and at home. 100% Vegan.
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